We show that every complex separable infinite dimensional Fréchet space admits hypercyclic polynomials of any degree. This result complements the analogous one for the linear case, due to Ansari, Bernal, Bonet and Peris.
Proof. We know the result is true for ω [24] ; assume thus E ω. In this case case there are a bounded sequence (x i ) i ⊂ E and an equicontinuous sequence ( f i ) i ⊂ E such that span{x i / i ∈ N} = E, x i , f j = 0 if i j, and (α i ) i := ( x i , f i ) i is a decreasing sequence in ]0, 1[ (see [12] ). Now, given a positive integer d and a decreasing sequence of positive weights (v i ) i such that
where
It is clear that
where q i, j : E → C is a continuous j-homogeneous polynomial and, by the equicontinuity of ( f i ) i and the properties of (α i ) i , there exists a 0-neighbourhood U such that q i, j (x) ≤ α − j i+1 for all x ∈ U and for every i ∈ N, j ∈ {1, . . . , d + 1}. The selection of (x i ) i and (v i ) i shows that
is a polynomial of degree d + 1 on E. We claim that P : E → E is hypercyclic. In order to prove this, we first consider the polynomial
Observe that the decreasing condition imposed to (v i ) i ensures continuity of B and Q. We may consider the following diagram
where T := I + dB and ϕ((z i ) i ) := (e z i − 1) i . We have Q • ϕ = ϕ • T , T is hypercyclic [27] , and ϕ is a continuous map with dense range. Then Q is hypercyclic on 1 (1/v) (see [22, Lemma 2.1]). We now define the polynomial Q := D
and, obviously, it is also hypercyclic on 1 . Next, we set φ :
z i x i and we easily get that φ is a well-defined operator with dense range. Finally, to show the hypercyclicity of P we check that the equality
On one hand we have
On the other hand
This completes the proof We would like to make the following observation concerning the dynamics of P: We showed that the hypercyclicity of P is deduced, by a commutative diagram, from the one of the linear operator T = I + dB on 1 (1/v) by Salas's result [27] . Actually, Grivaux showed that I + dB is mixing [20, Lemma 2.3] . Therefore P is also mixing, and we obtain that every separable infinite dimensional Fréchet space E admits a mixing polynomial of arbitrary degree.
According to Devaney, a continuous map on a metric space is said to be chaotic if it is topologically transitive and admits a dense set of periodic points [17] . Transitivity is equivalent to hypercyclicity in our setting, but our ideas in the previous proof fail to provide chaotic polynomials since compact perturbations of the identity are never chaotic [22] . In this situation the following question arises: Problem: Does every separable infinite dimensional Fréchet space admit a chaotic polynomial of degree d > 1?
The corresponding question for operators has a negative answer: There are separable infinite dimensional Banach spaces that admit no chaotic operator [11] . Our conjecture is that the answer to the above question is also negative, in general.
